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Just in Time for the Holidays!
Watching Arrows Fly Announces
Two New Archery Books!

Do you have new young archers or parents
of new archers on your gift list?
Here are a couple of gift ideas you can’t beat!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

editorial
Realize Who Your Friends Are
We are blessed with some very
good manufacturers in archery. I
had occasion to send some binoculars in for repair and, while waiting
to find out what the problem was
and what it was going to cost me, I
received a brand new pair by return
post and, get this, an apology for
any inconvenience the problem
might have caused me! I have recommended Alpen Optics products
to a great many people because of
the high quality of their optics for
modest cost, but now I can recommend them to you for their stellar
customer service, too.
I have heard many folks relate
similar tales of manufacturers trying to “make it right.” At a time
when many people are struggling
economically, it is nice to know
there are so many companies who

are not in it to just make a profit,
that they also want to provide jobs
and a high level of customer satisfaction, too.

I hope you enjoy his contribution and with some positive feedback from you I hope to convince
him to continue to write for us.

We have a new author this issue
in the form of one Simon Needham, the author of a fantastically
good book, The Art of Repetition,
and an even better companion
DVD which is the best exposition
of setting up an Olympic-style
bow I have ever seen.
Imagine his surprise when he
was walking through the vendor area
at the Vegas Shoot and I jumped out
into the isle and accosted him! (Shy
I am not.) I implored him to write
for you and his first effort is a very
interesting gizmo that can be used to
set one’s centershot (aka centre shot)
on a compound bow!

I may have already mentioned
that I have been working on a
book project in which I wanted to
provide a catalog of all of the target panic treatments I could find. I
actually ended up with four chapters on TP but I realized the information is too important to have it
wait for the book to come out, so
you are getting all four chapters
here, two now and two next time.
Cheers!
Oh, and our new phone number is 312.612.0127!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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by Simon S. Needham
What can an Olympic-style guru teach us compounders?
Apparently a lot! Learn about this simple tool you can make to
shoot in your center shot setting with a minimum of fuss.
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Their New Equipment
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There are so many areas of the country without a full service
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Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
If you thought your new (or “new to you”) archery equipment is
ready to shoot right out of the box, think again. There is much
to do to get your new gear ready to use, and you may just need
some help. We start here.
Cover photo by Andy Macdonald
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Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament and says “I like playing guitar, listening
to music, cleaning pennies, sharpening
crayons, memorizing the dictionary, and
reformatting my hard drive, but only after
oatmeal baths. Shiny objects and cookies-to be
honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old
works for me.” Asked why he loves archery, he
responds: “I don’t; it loves me.”

Simon S. Needham whilst being born in
Scotland now resides in England. Simon has
represented Great Britain in the Olympic
Games and is the author of the fabulous book
The Art of Repitition and even better companion DVD Archery in Action. While being
a committed Olympic style archer, he does dabble occassionally with compound bows.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery
since he was 12 years old. He has been
bowhunting and in competitive archery for 40
years. During his archery career, Tom has shot
arrows in no fewer than 38 of the contiguous
United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the
Azores, and Guam. He has won numerous
local and state tournament titles and has
placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently
been learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA
style. He is also the mastermind behind the
archery puzzles you can find in the back issues.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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Switching Bow
Hands, Part 1
(Preparation for the Change)
by Tom Dorigatti
When it comes to which side of the bow we
should shoot on we often hear, “Always go with your
master eye dominance to determine which side of the
bow you should be on.” While it is generally accepted
that this is “the way to go,” many archers including
some of the top professionals have been extremely
successful in doing much the opposite, opting rather
to go with another principle, “your strong arm should
be used as your bow arm.”
In this, Part I, we will discuss the mental preparation necessary to begin the transition to the other side
of the bow. I hear so many say, “Tom, I could never
make the switch to the other side of the bow; it would
be impossible for me do even try.” Think of the popular song, “High Hopes”, and then tell me that it is
“impossible” to make a change! For a little fun, I’ve
included a YouTube link to a popular song of old:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIDLC8M4R28&featur
e=related.
Trust me, it is worth listening to; it might help
you get over any doubts and become motivated to give
changing over a whirl!
Click on the link and enjoy, then come back to
the article, all refreshed and ready to read!
Following are excerpts from an article I wrote for
Archery Focus back in 2004 (Vol. 8, No.4). This was
based upon my personal experiences starting in 1984,
when I had made the switch from left-handed to
right-handed shooting.
“In the mid 1980s, I had
reached a plateau in my
shooting and could not
improve my scores from the
mid 520s on a field or hunter
round. Basically, I was not
competitive enough to win
any major events beyond local
or state level. I was consistent
but definitely not competitive
6

with the best of them. Then, in 1984, I was involved
in a tournament that would end up changing my
archery career forever. This occurred in Waverly, Iowa
at the Midwest Sectionals. I was afforded the honor
and privilege of shooting with one of the finest and
most knowledgeable field shooters of that era, Dean
Pridgen.
“Dean is still a strong force in archery to this very
day and is probably among the most knowledgeable
shooters in the sport. Dean was in my group for both
days during that event and watched me shoot arrow
after arrow just barely out to the left. About two
thirds of the way through the second day, he made a
comment, “Tom, if you could see yourself doing what
you are doing, you would stop it in an instant.” He
then told me to just finish the day and we would discuss it later.
“So, at the end of the day, we were sitting around
talking and I asked Dean what he meant. He simply
asked me what I thought I was doing wrong. I told
him I thought I was losing back tension. He told me
that if he had the kind of back tension I had on every
shot he wouldn’t ever miss. He then told me something I was appalled to hear. He told me what to do,
to give it 45 days, and if it didn’t work, then I should
consider switching over to right handed. I told Dean,
that I was left-eye dominant and I’m left handed big
time. He then told me that, in his opinion, lots of
shooters should be shooting the opposite side because
of, as he put it, “overdevelopment” of their dominant
side. He is of the opinion that
the strong arm should be the
bow arm and not the pulling
side. Those of you that know
Dean; also know that he
shoots left-handed and, I do
believe, Dean is a right-handed person!
“For those of you that have

“My assumption was that
since going from left to right
back in the 1980’s had only
taken 7-13 days, then going
back to left-handed should be
like falling off a log.”
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considered this changeover, let me outline what I did to
insure the changeover would be effective.
“A word of caution is in order: This is what
worked for me and several other shooters I know who
have made the switch. This approach might not work
for everyone, but there are certain essentials to insure
it maximizes your chances of success; namely: get rid
of anything and everything associated with the side
you’ve been shooting. In my case that was to rid
myself of all five of my left-handed compound bows.
If you are indecisive on a release aid, get rid of the
ones you’ve shot for years and start anew. A totally
unfamiliar, fresh start is a good way to go. Make a
complete separation in your body and mind of what
you used to do. This is a new ball game, and things are
going to have to change. As they say, “Out with the
old, in with the new.” Make a total commitment to
the new regimen.
“This is why the other equipment had to be disposed of—you want to make sure there is no easy path
to go back to the old ways. Be prepared for surprises,
and take them as they come. In my case the surprises
were few, but very obvious and eye-opening. Get
ready to work from square one and be prepared for a
little bit of humility, but it
isn’t for long. Don’t get
frustrated if this doesn’t
work in a day, or a week; it
will come around, however.
Anyone can learn to do this
if they put their head into the game.
“There were several behind the scenes things that
I came up with to get the most out of what I had. I
am very left-eye dominant, so I had to learn to close
my left eye so that I could acquire the correct target
face. I still close my left eye to this day. For 3-Ds I use
both eyes to acquire the distance, but after that, I
don’t find the loss of the depth perception to be a
detriment. Some people will be able to train themselves to overcome the dominance. Personally, I have
been unable to do this, so I just close my left eye while
aiming.
“I learned to concentrate on a solid, but relaxed
bow arm and to try to keep things as static as possible
until the arrow was in the target, regardless of distance. Dean is 100% correct in saying that the bow
arm is the key. It is amazing what you can get away
with if you have a solid bow arm! I learned that you
don’t necessarily have to be the most talented shooter
on the course to win. You don’t have to shoot a fast
bow or heavy poundage to shoot top level scores.
“Personal confidence and ‘repetitive consistency’
are the keys. One thing Dean had reiterated, ‘If you
step up to the stake with any doubt, if you are at full
draw and think the word “miss,” if you sway in con-

centration, let the shot down and start over. If you
don’t have full confidence that you can put that shot
in the middle, then let it down and start again.’ Great
advice from a great shooter.
“You do not have to shoot on your dominant eye
side to excel in this sport, but you do have to shoot
with confidence and a strong, steady bow arm to get
the most out of the talent you have. I’ve been at both
extremes, and one thing I know for certain, this sport
is easy when you do have the confidence; but if you
don’t and you are shooting poorly, then you work 10
times harder to shoot a poor score than you ever will
during the shooting of a 550 field round. Relax and
let the Force be with you on the side of the bow you
choose, even if it isn’t supposedly correct for you.”
So, let’s “fast-forward” from 1984 up to about 2004
and on from there.
All of the above was true at the time of my writing in 2004, and actually, most of it still holds true
today. However, things in life are in a constant state of
change, correct?
Nearly everything from this point forward I have
written mostly in the first person because it relates my
direct personal experience
as someone who has done
this changeover both ways;
from left to right and from
right back to left. I’ve experienced all of these hardships and stumbling blocks firsthand. My methods
may not be 100% correct for everyone, but they are
working for me and they are, at present, a Work in
Progress.
I had open heart surgery in 2000. My “neurological reaction” to the heart-lung machine was the
development of what is called an intentional tremor
that affects my left (dominant) hand. A slight amount
of pressure on my left hand, or if I get stressed or
excited at all, that hand is nearly uncontrollable from
shaking. There are times that I cannot even write my
own name with that hand because it is so shaky; stapling papers is a chore and those staples could end up
anywhere on the paper! If you translate this into trying to shoot a bow right-handed, where the left hand
is the bow-hand, you can well imagine what happened to my sight picture while I was trying to shoot!
I fought this for almost 10 years, before it became a
matter of either switching back to left-handed shooting or quitting the sport forever. After all, I was the
guy on the line at Vegas a few years back (my last
competitive event, by the way) about whom a couple
of people said, “Good grief, look at that guy shake!
He’s shaking so bad they’d better get him off the
shooting line before he hurts somebody.”

“You are going to tell yourself
daily that there is no going back
to the old way, period.”
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So, finally, in December of 2009 I took the plunge
and made the commitment to switch back to shooting left-handed. My assumption was that since going
from left to right back in the 1980’s had only taken 713 days, then going back to left-handed should be like
falling off a log. I mean, good heavens, I’m left-eye
dominant and my right hand would now be the bowhand, so the shaking should stop and I’ll be back up
to shooting 300 indoor rounds in no time. Best of
both worlds, correct?
Getting Started Again

What better person to tell you the facts about making
the switch to the other side of the bow than someone
who has made this switch both from left to right and
then again from right to left? What better person to
advise you on how to prepare yourself philosophically
and mentally to set up for this change? What better
person to tell you about how to make the change in a
step by step fashion in order to help you avoid pitfalls
that will trip you up and make you want to give up on
the whole idea?
I’ve come up with an acronym to help you deal
with setting up your new shooting philosophy and
mental attitude. You have an opportunity to really
start fresh and with the right philosophy and mental
attitude, you are about to embark on something startling and very satisfying; albeit frustrating from time
to time. I have dubbed this the “E-PETCARE”
acronym:
Establish a new frame of mind leading to a new . . .
Philosophy about your archery by . . .
Establishing new and realistic goals that are reinforced by . . .
Telling yourself there is no going back to the old ways
of doing things, and that you can do this by making a . . .
Commitment to yourself and to this hobby to . . .
Aggressively practice, by working on one thing at a
time, in a planned and organized fashion and . . .
Refining your technique, one step at a time while at
the same time . . .
Evaluating your performance versus your goals each
step of the way.
Sounds complicated, but it is so simple that, to
quote a popular series of television commercials,
“Even a caveman can do it.” You are going to have fun
on the way to accepting this new challenge and
opportunity to continue your archery career! We
archers are a breed that seems to be able to accept
humility (at least most of us anyways or we would
have quit long ago) and definitely are willing to accept
a new challenge. Why else would so many of us stand
on a shooting line and shoot arrow after arrow knowing full well that sooner or later we are going to miss?
Archery Focus

All of us “miss” sooner rather than later, so accept it!
Setting up E-PETCARE

Establish a new frame of mind. The frame of mind is
simple: you aren’t going to be shooting 300’s right out
of the box, so accept it. Your sight is not going to sit
dead on the middle at the beginning, so accept it. You
aren’t going to necessarily have an easy time even
loading the arrow onto the string for awhile, so accept
it. So what if you drop arrows on the floor? It is something to chuckle about.
And Then I Backtrack I said earlier, in my 2004
article, “Get rid of anything and everything associated with the side you’ve been shooting on. In my case,
that was to rid myself of all five of my left-handed
compound bows.” Uh, not so fast on this one in 2010,
my friends. This is something you will be very pleased
to know! Back in the 1980’s the arrow rest selections
weren’t wide open like they are today, correct? Thus it
was difficult to try to shoot a left-handed bow right
handed because of difficulties getting the arrow to
stay on the rest, and also the difference in cutouts on
the bow risers.
Fast Forward to 2010 We now have drop-away
arrow rests and launcher blade arrow rests. The bows
are cut-out deeper past center, and the grips aren’t as
radical as in the 1980’s. When I made the switch in
December 2009 I had several right handed bows, one
of which was a “shoot-thru” model. So, because of my
past thinking processes, I opted to abandon my preferred model, a Merlin Excalibur (while waiting on
my left-handed model to arrive), and selected the
shoot thru model to set up and shoot “off-handed.”
The bow shot superbly, and I found that I could also
switch over to right-handed (shake like crazy, that is),
and still hit the bull‘s eye! Finally, a friend asked me
why I wasn’t shooting my right-handed Merlin Excalibur left-handed. I told him that I didn’t think I could
because the cable guard was in the way and the grip
was wrong. He asked if I’d even tried it. I said that I
hadn’t. He told me he knew a couple of people that
were shooting right handed bows left handed and
shooting 300’s indoors, and into the 540’s outdoors
without incident. I had nothing to lose, so I took out
the Excalibur and started shooting it left-handed.
The bow was “sighted in” for right handed shooting,
by the way. I used the same arrows the bow was set up
and sighted in for, and to my surprise, my first shots
went right into the bull’s eye, with literally no change
in impact point! This was sweet, my friends. I had
wasted two weeks of good time shooting a different
bow brand and didn’t have to. I can shoot the Merlin
Excalibur either right or left handed and don’t even
have to touch the sight! I’ve since allowed right handContinued on Next Page
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ed people to shoot my left handed bow right handed,
and they, too, have no change in left/right impact
point. If they use my peep sight and arrows, they will
hit the bull’s eye. I’ve since tried other brands of bows
shooting them wrong-handed and they too shoot just
fine.
Caution This does not work well at all with the
Tec Riser bows, made by Hoyt. The bridge on the riser
gets in the way, and it hits and puts pressure on your
wrist. I do not recommend you try to shoot a Tec Riser
bow wrong handed.
So, put away that excuse! You can start to learn to
shoot left-handed with your right-handed bow
(unless it has a Hoyt Tec Riser), or your right-handed
bow left-handed and do so while you are waiting on a
bow of the correct hand to arrive! How about those
apples? There is now no reason not to at least try it
while you are waiting. You could even get pretty good
at it well before your new “correct-handed” bow
arrives.
In 2004, I also wrote, “If you
are indecisive on a release aid, get
rid of the ones you’ve shot for
years and start anew. A totally
unfamiliar, fresh start is a good
way to go. Make a complete separation in your body and mind of
what you used to do. This is a
new ball game, and things are
going to have to change.” Fast
forward to 2010 again—in my
honest opinion, this still holds
true. In other words, pick just one
release and stick with it. Toss the
other ones in a drawer, since there
is no need to try anything else.
Keep away the temptations of
having something else to try. You
haven’t even begun to learn with
the one you’ve selected, so you
have no need for more equipment
at this juncture. I also would recommend that you leave the setting on that release totally alone.
It is new to your “other” hand, so
learn how to deal with it.
You are basically flip-flopping everything over to the other
side. There is no need to change
draw length. There is no need to change your shooting stance from anything but being the mirror image
of your old stance at the start. There is no need to
change your anchor, peep height, poundage, and
arrows. There isn’t even a real need to change your
quiver. So what if that quiver pouch rests against your

leg and looks funny? Time for that later. You want to
shoot, correct? So, shoot!
Note Setting up your stance and other form items
will be covered in Part 2. This part is for the Philosophical and Mental Aspects of preparing this
changeover.
Leading to a New . . .

Philosophy about your archery. This starts by coming to
the realization that you are not likely to shoot perfect
300’s right out of the gate. In fact, you probably
wouldn’t be considering this changeover if you were
shooting 300’s consistently anyways, correct? You
should establish however that it is not all about winning; it also isn’t about impressing people or your
friends; it isn’t about trying for that elusive 60X-300
round. This change is more about exactly that—
change. Something you’ve likely needed for quite
some time. Something that is going to keep you in the
sport by offering up an entirely new series of opportunities. You will have to decide
upon your new philosophy about
your archery on your own, but
the above offers up some guidelines for you to work with.
Establish new and realistic
goals. I can start by telling you
that your first goal has already
been established; that is, your
goal is to make the changeover
from left to right or right to left.
Remember, these goals must not
only be realistic, but also achievable and measurable. However,
making the changeover from left
to right is really too broad and
not really measurable. Thus,
from experience, the first goal I
suspect you’ll have is to be able to
correctly load every arrow onto
the string without dropping one
on the floor. The next goal might
be to work on being able to hold
steady on the bull’s eye (don’t
worry about that X-ring, you will
not be holding that steady for a
few weeks). You can measure
those simply by marking down
those which were held pretty
well on the spot, and not marking those where you
were all over the place. Remember, you can also add
or upgrade goals as the previous ones are achieved. In
1984, it took me seven days to shoot a 297 and 12
days to shoot a perfect 300 after my change from left
to right. That didn’t happen on this changeover in

“A friend asked me why I
wasn’t shooting my righthanded Merlin Excalibur
left-handed. I told him
that I didn’t think I could
because the cable guard
was in the way and the
grip was wrong. He asked
if I’d even tried it. I said
that I hadn’t. I had nothing to lose, so I took out
the Excalibur and started
shooting it left-handed
and, to my surprise, my
first shots went right into
the bull’s eye, with
literally no change in
impact point!”
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2010, however. So, don’t set your goals so lofty they
aren’t achievable. I would not set an outcome goal like
“I’m going to get at least third place in my first tournament after the changeover.” While that could happen, I wouldn’t hold my breath; especially if that first
tournament is only a month or two away. So, maybe
set your goal to shoot 290 within the first month, 295
within six weeks, and 300 within two months. Then
work on goals for “X-count,” etc.
Telling yourself there is no going back to the old ways
of doing things. This one will trip you up big time. If
you have a bad start, or you have a bad night, or a bad
week sometime during the change, it is not an excuse
to abandon the effort. Remember the basics of any
change: “It takes at least 21 days to form a new habit,
and even then, you will tend to go back to what is
comfortable when under pressure.” Don’t succumb to
this temptation to go back to what you “used to do” or
what “used” to work. You made the change for many
reasons, and probably the primary one was because
your shooting had gone to heck in a straw basket in
the first place. Why would you want to go back there?
You have an opportunity here to start anew and to
form habits that are correct and properly executed.
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Thus you are going to tell yourself daily that there is
no going back to the old way, period. Good times, or
bad times, no going back. If you have to get tough
about it, then sell off the old-handed stuff once your
“replacement equipment” arrives. That way, you will
have nothing left to go back to.
You have made the . . .

Commitment to yourself and to this hobby to make
this change, so stick with it. This is your “hobby” and
not your life. You have probably already gone through
the phase where your score was determining your
spirit more than the fun and love of the game. Your
commitment was probably that you had to get ready
for the next big tournament or league, so the pressure
was always on. You now have a golden opportunity to
move your score back up there, possibly more than
you ever imagined, but you must make the commitment to stick with this thing and commit to yourself
to give it the best that you can give. You don’t have
expectations at this point, because you have no baseline from which to measure it. So, you now have the
chance to simply go with the flow, and “give it your
best shot.” (Pun intended.)
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Aggressively practice, by working on one thing at
a time, in a planned and organized fashion. I cannot
stress this enough. I also fell into the trap of trying to
work on too many things at once. After all, I shot lefthanded for 25 years (25 years ago, when I was a young
man, that is), so this is so simple I should be able to
conquer it in a week. How wrong I was on this very
point. I was practicing too aggressively and while
organized, I was putting the cart before the horse and
doing too many things at once. I hate to admit it, but
this very item has set me back months from my goals
as opposed to where I actually find myself. Of course,
my goals have been adjusted accordingly, and I quickly learned (once again) to practice what I preach, and
work on one thing, and only one thing during a practice session. When I lose focus, I sit down. If I lose
focus due to students asking for help, or I just don’t
feel like it, I sit down. You may recall that I always
preach “eating an elephant one bite at a time.” There
is no rush in this, even though you might think there
is. After all, even your friends have provided you with
the classic and the best excuse of all time, “Gee, you
know you’ve just switched over, so what do you
expect?” So, let them handle the excuses and you just
sit back and take it one step at a time. Don’t expect
more than you can bite off and chew. Don’t rush it; in
fact, enjoy the process and this new challenge you’ve
taken on. It may well be the best thing that happens
in your archery career.
Refining your technique, one step at a time. This
ties in directly with all the steps above. As you
progress through E-PETCARE, each step relies on
the previous step. Refining your technique will pretty
much be automatic as your other side learns the new
things it has to do to correctly and consistently perform your shot sequence. Your sequence isn’t likely to
change from what it was on the other side of the bow,
but, your mind and body will have to reprogram
themselves to accomplish these strange feeling things
you are now trying to train them to do. My next article will focus quite a bit on this item of E-PETCARE. This is where you “Get Right Down to the
Real Nitty-Gritty.” Does it sound like I like 60’s rock
‘n roll? You are on track folks, hope you enjoy it:
Here’s a link for your browser and then watch and
enjoy Shirley Ellis, 1964: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sOisEaz3bA&feature=related
Evaluating your performance versus your goals each
step of the way. As you progress through E-PETCARE and onward, always keep in mind that you
need to evaluate and also reevaluate your actual performance versus the goals you have set for yourself.
This is your hobby. However, if you set those goals
too high, then it is much too easy to get un-tracked
and frustrated because you aren’t making progress
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toward meeting that goal. So, if you go along for
awhile with a goal that is too high, re-evaluate that
goal and set it a bit lower. You don’t want goals set so
low that you don’t have to try hard to achieve them,
but you also don’t want them so high that it will be
next to impossible to achieve them. You don’t want to
have more expectations than you can realistically
achieve in a short amount of time. Thus, while your
long term goal might be to shoot a 55X 300, a shorter term goal might be, depending upon where you are,
to shoot a 45X 300, and have a time frame of a couple of months. Don’t expect, if you’ve never shot
above 55X 300 on your “main side” of the bow, to set
a goal of 60X 300 only a few months after this change
you’ve undertaken. Unless you are an anomaly, you
would be in for a big disappointment. I personally had
great success with the first changeover in the 1980’s.
However, age, health, and yes, having too many high
expectations has got me to the realization that had I
properly used E-PETCARE at the very beginning
instead of trying a “rush job,” I’d be farther ahead than
I am at this point in time.
Another Word of Caution You are going to have
some days where it is like someone flipped a light
switch. You are going to shoot fantastic and figure, “I
got this here thing whipped now.” Don’t get too
caught up in this, however, as things will change! For
example, only a month or so ago, I came in for a practice round. My goal for the day was to shoot for score
and see how I would do on a Vegas round. The focus
was on shooting with the working point of “keeping
the drawing elbow engaged.” So, I started scoring
“cold turkey,” meaning that the first end was for score,
no practice arrows. After 15 arrows on the top of the
bale, I had shot an absolutely perfect 15-BabyX, 150.
I was on “cloud nine.” I had kept my drawing elbow
engaged all 15 shots and had a perfect/perfect first
half Vegas Round. I hadn’t done that in years, even
when I shot right handed! So, as normal, I moved the
target face to the bottom of the bale, and I took a
short break to get a soda. After that five minute break,
I got back up, and promptly proceeded to shoot three
arrows out in the 8-ring at 12 o’clock! I was disappointed. However, I hadn’t focused on the task at
hand and my drawing elbow had come forward
slightly, causing other problems, one of which for my
particular form is a straight high arrow. I finished the
round with 33, 32, 33, and 32. However, dropping 9
points in 3 shots sure took the wind out of those sails!
A 294 “real” Vegas score at this juncture for me isn’t
shabby, but the way it was done was shoddy. Shooting
a 319/330 Vegas isn’t too shabby either, but the way it
was shot was shoddy. I fell victim to too lofty of
expectations, too quickly and paid the price. To make
matters even more poignant, I might add that I also
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haven’t come even close to shooting that kind of score
since. I still have a lot of work to do.
Conclusion

The above is written mostly in the first person by
design and directed at you, the reader, because it
relates my direct personal experience from someone
that has done this changeover both ways; from left to
right and from right to left. I’ve experienced these
hard-ships and stumbling blocks first-hand. My
methods may not be all 100% correct, but they are
working for me, and in addition, they are, at present,
a Work in Progress.
I fully described the rationale behind an acronym
that I designed in order to help you deal with setting
up your new shooting philosophy and mental attitude. You have an opportunity to really start fresh and
with the right philosophy and mental attitude, you are
about to embark on something startling and very satisfying; albeit frustrating from time to time, ha. I have
dubbed this the “E-PETCARE” system:
There are so many key elements above that are so
important that I simply ask that you re-read the article, keeping in mind the words “Commitment”,
“Aggressive,” “One thing at a Time,” “Refining your
Technique,” and finally “Evaluating your performance” versus your goals each step of the way, and
one step at a time.

It is important not to overload any one practice
session. It is important to know ahead of time that
there are going to be bad practice sessions, and there
will be good practice sessions. I related a story about
how complacency can get to you quickly when you
prematurely think you’ve finally got the change in
hand.
Remember to be ProActive. Remember to “eat
the elephant one bite at a time.” But mostly, remember to have fun with this change over, because it really is so simple, “a caveman can do it.” It is going to be
what you make of it.
Lastly, because you will be rockin’ ‘n rollin’ with
this changeover and having so much fun, a little “rock
‘n roll” never hurt anyone, so, You’ve gotta have “High
Hopes” and then you can “Get Right Down to the
Real Nitty Gritty.”
In Part 2, I will address all of the mechanical
and technical issues of switching bow hands.

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney,
Don Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette
Musta, and others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target
archery. You’ll find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your
form, and up-to-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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Target Panic:
Target Panic
Myths
by Steve Ruis
I have mentioned before that I am working on a long
term project (a book with the working title of “More
on Coaching Archery”) which is to include a catalog
of target panic treatments. I am well along the path to
completing this “catalog” and I felt it is important to
share what I have found. Leaving it until the book is
published (if ever) seemed selfish of me. This will
have four parts to it and even though I know you don’t
like articles that come in parts, I can’t see any other
way to do this, so I apologize ahead of time for the
“parts.”
We start with dispelling some of the myths surrounding the topic.
It is ordinary human nature to desire a “quick
fix” for what ails us, be it a political or a medical problem. we want it to go away! The question is: are there
any “quick fixes” when it comes to target panic? The
problem we face is that all of the evidence regarding
treatments and “cures” so far is anecdotal, that is stories
told by archers to archers or coaches to archers. There
is also no standard to determine whether one has a
“mild” case of target panic or a “severe” case of target
panic. If one’s personality type is indeed a factor, the
afflicted archer’s personality type is rarely included in
these anecdotes. Consequently, if one person says they
“tried Company XYZ’s Target Panic Buster Release
Aid and it cured their target panic in three days” (and
you believe the story is true), it is still just a single case
of that product working for someone (at least for
enough days to get a letter written). But was it the
product which was the source of the cure, or the
archer’s determination, or the archer’s personality, or
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the training program that came with the gizmo? Or
was the target panic self-diagnosed in error and it was
just an equipment problem that the gizmo solved? Or .
..?
Various claims are made for either pieces of
equipment or slight changes in behavior to constitute
a cure for, or a preventative of, target panic. On top of
that some very poor thinking has been layered. Let’s
look at some of these claims.
Myth #1

Changing from a release aid with a trigger
to a triggerless release aid will cure target
panic.
Personal testimony from literally hundreds of archers
indicates this does not work, unless the change in
release aids was accompanied by a shot retraining program. In which case, it is quite possible that the shot
retraining program would work by itself. The thinking involved here is “I am punching my release’s trigger, so I can cure myself by removing the trigger.”
This is the kind of thinking that led doctors to claim
that “people are fat because they eat too much fat” and
offered low fat diets as a cure. The result was an epidemic of obesity brought on by the recommended
high carbohydrate diets (exactly how Sumo wrestlers
and cattle are fattened up, with lots and lots of starch).
The value of changing releases is you are removing
the familiarity you had with the old one, making the
retraining easier to do. In the absense of a reprogramming effort, this will not work.
Myth #2

Triggerless release aids will prevent target
panic.
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Whatever release aid you use, if you are using it correctly in the context of a valid shot sequence, you are
quite unlikely to get target panic. If you are using a
release incorrectly without a shot sequence or with a
flawed one, your chances go way up. There are some
release designs that are harder to use incorrectly and
help stave off target panic, but there is just no technical armor you can wear to prevent target panic.
You have to learn to shoot the equipment you have
properly.
Myth #3

If you don’t shoot with a sight, you will
never get target panic.
There are target panic threads on most traditional
archery websites. Enough said? See Jay Kidwell’s article “Target Panic” posted at www.texasarchery.org/
Documents/TargetPanic. Jay is also the author of
“Instinctive Archery Insights.”
Myth #4 Only compound archers get target panic.
There are target panic threads on most traditional
archery websites. One form of target panic is called
“gold fever” and it was recognized before the invention of the compound bow.
Myth #5

You can get help for your target panic on the
Internet.
This is true, except the real help is buried in twenty

times as much bilge offered by well meaning yahoos
who haven’t got a glimmer of an understanding of
what they are talking about. Lots of luck finding that
nugget of truth! (Sorry, I got frustrated!)
I did a simple Internet search for “target panic.”
One of the first hits was a 2007 thread from an Australian archery web site with the title of “Ways to
Cure Target Panic.” I printed the thread (all 20 pages
of it) to see what it provided. Here are some of the
“helpful” suggestions:
• “Try shooting blank butt (15-20m)”
• “I am not a big fan of blank butt or drawing on the
gold and letting down. I know it has worked for
some, I won’t debate that.”
• “Lots of good advice for you here, Try it all and see
if it works.”
• “There are many ways to fix this form slump: #1
don’t panic and #2 just shoot the bloody thing.”
• “Try a “pull back” triggerless release like the Carter
Evolution.”
• “Go to the pub and start a fight before shooting . . .
gets the punches out of the way.”
• “I personally believe that target panic is all in your
head and subsequently shouldn’t be that hard to
get rid of.” (I wonder if the poster has the same
advice for schizophrenics? SR)
• “You never get rid of target panic, you just learn to

Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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control it, but sometimes it comes back just to
remind you that it’s always there!”
• “Punching the trigger seemed to be the only
answer.”
• “Man up. Throw yourself into stressful situations
that bring out your TP bad and try to beat them
there.”
• “I have never suffered from it, however Marcus’
post is excellent and captures it very well indeed.”
(This comment is from an archer who has developed excellent form and execution, consequently
he has “never suffered from it.”)
• “I find that not talking about it helps a lot.”
• “I have been shooting blank (bale) at approx. 5m
for a very long time and that seemed to have been
the cause.”
• “A lot of this thread is dedicated to compound target panic issues, so have a read and hopefully you’ll
find it helpful. I can’t help much; I’m new to
archery and a recurver.”
• “I don’t think that I have ever had to work with a
female shooter who had target panic . . . are there
any out there?”
• “I am a recurver and I don’t think I’ve ever experienced TP yet; I do have a fear of clickers though.”
Of the entire twenty pages I would say that about
a half page to a page of good advice was available, so
3-5% nuggets, 95-97% dross.
I don’t recommend the Internet as a source of
good advice, simply because the “good” advice is
drowned in an overwhelming amount of “bad” advice.

ered all of the cartridges from his rifle while yelling
‘bang’ each time. The hunter could not be convinced
that he had missed the bull until the guide showed
him the unfired cartriges on the ground.”
There is plenty of testimony from rifle and shotgun shooters who have suffered from target panic, as
well as golfers who get the “yips,” etc. Archers are not
the only sufferers.
Myth #8

You can cure target panic by shooting offhanded (switching from right-handed to
left-handed or vice-versa).
This very often eliminates the symptoms of target
panic for a long time if not permanently because it is
the ultimate in shot reprogramming. Everything must
be learned as if new. But if the same flaws are built
into the new “off handed” shot (lack of a shot
sequence, hair trigger release aid, etc.) after some time
target panic will be back. There is sufficient personal
testimony to this.
Myth #9

There is no such thing as target panic.
Somebody who had some difficulty shooting
one day made up the idea and it has spread
like a viral video on the Internet.
Right. Only someone who has never had target panic
could make up such a ridiculous idea.

Myth #6

Once you get target panic, you have it for
life. You can’t cure it, only manage its symptoms.
I have heard this opinion espoused by many people
who have had target panic, “cured” it, and have it
“come back.” This is the experience that they claim
proves their point. Unfortunately it isn’t so. Target
panic is a learned or conditioned response. If you
“learn it,” you can “unlearn it.” If you “unlearn it,” you
can “relearn it” later. Only by shooting correctly can
you prevent yourself from learning it in the first place
or from learning it again. In order for target panic to
be as described, it would have to have some sort of
physical basis that short of surgery would cause it to
“come back,” or a mental flaw that cannot be corrected. Since target panic is primarily mental and can be
trained away, it is not some sort of inherent mental
failing that you must learn to live with.
Myth #7 Only archers get target panic.
In his book “Balanced Bowhunting” author Dave
Holt tells the story of a guy out elk hunting with a
rifle who, upon seeing a huge bull elk, “promptly lev16
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Target Panic:
The Basics
by Steve Ruis
In this article we will look at the basic aspects
of the topic of target panic. In the next issue I will be
providing a catalog of target panic treatments and a
framework for applying those treatments.
Target Panic—Who Gets It?

Here are some of the names that have been used for this
malady: target panic, target paralysis, target shyness,
gold shyness, buck fever, “It,” clicker panic, targetitis,
archer’s catalepsy, archer’s paralysis, gold fever, flinching,
freezing, and pressure lock. I am sure there are more
names, these are just the ones I culled from my first
search.
Whatever it is, it has been claimed that from “90%,”
to “97%” to “everyone (eventually)” contracts this malady. And here is a difficulty—
archery is a small sport and
our organizations have done a
relatively poor job of interesting colleges and universities
in studying the sport in general and target panic specifically. My studies indicate that
all of these claims are crude
estimates based upon the
claimer’s experience. Only
one of these estimates seems to be based on a systematic study. The 97% estimate comes from Bernie Pellerite
who has devoted much of his coaching energy to demystifying target panic and promoting treatments that result
in “cures.” In Bernie’s shooting schools, he asks people
whether they have ever had any of the symptoms of target panic by just naming the symptoms (without reference to “TP”). He has surveyed a large number of people to come up with his 97% estimate but still that number represents the fraction of people who participated in
Bernie’s shooting school who have symptoms of target

panic. How that survey corresponds to the general
archery community isn’t clear. (Bernie’s school does not
attract many (if any) Olympic-style recurve shooters, for
example. And Bernie himself has offered numbers from
“over 90%” to 98% as well as other numbers in between.)
The point I am making here is that virtually everything you can read or view about target panic is based
on less than scientific information, but rather on the
opinions of the communicators (including mine in this
article). Until something more systematic is done, this is
the state of affairs. This does not mean that everything
you learn about target panic is “mere opinion;” it means
that you have to evaluate carefully who is speaking,
what their credentials are, and importantly what experience they have with target panic and its treatment.
It is clear that rifle
shooters don’t talk about it
much but several anecdotes
(if true) indicate they are not
immune. Golfers get the
“yips” which is a form of target panic. Basketballers can
contract something similar
with regard to free throw
shooting. So, the phenomenon is not limited to archery.
Many claim that target panic only afflicts those of
us who shoot with sights, but the same people who
claim this also claim it affects “instinctive” archers, too.
Maybe this is just a claim that one is more likely to contract target panic if one shoots with a sight rather than
without one. In any case, this is a “claim” not a fact.

“Virtually everything you can
read or view about target panic
is based on less than scientific
information, but rather the opinions of the communicators
(including mine).”
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Target Panic—What is It?

The phenomenon is, as I have said, not limited to
archery, but it does seem to be limited to a situation in
which there is a stationary target with a minimum of
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time pressure, giving our minds plenty of room to roam
during the activity. One author expressly claims “Should
our archery targets be moving, we doubt such a thing as
‘gold fever’ would exist” (“Professional and Amateur
Archery and Tournament Instructions and Encyclopedia” by George Herter and Russell Hofmeister, 1963). I
have run across no treatment that incorporates using
moving targets, but that doesn’t prove anything about
the viability of such a treatment.
For people who first experience the symptoms of
target panic, it seems a brand new phenomenon, but
this is clearly not so:
“If the indecision still continues after the remedies are
applied where needed, it is a serviceable plan to get
some kindly disposed person who can count up to,
say, three, and get him or her to display this attainment steadily when the archer has the arrow drawn
up ; when the number agreed upon is reached, the
arrow must be loosed somehow.”
This description of a target panic treatment (still being
recommended today by some) was written by the Rev.
Eyre W. Hussey and appeared in the book “Archery” by
C.J. Longman and H. Walrond which was first published in . . . 1894. (The discussion is considerably more
extensive.)
To the sufferer target panic is new and strange and
it seems that only they suffer from it. Consequently
many suffer in silence and do not seek help until the

symptoms are very advanced and much harder to treat.
Changing this situation alone would be a major accomplishment. There has been resistance to attempts to do
just this, though; Bernie Pellerite has been accused of
causing target panic in archers because he talks about it
so much! This is clearly not an enlightened position,
though, in that every public health agency in the world
is beating the drum of “early detection, early treatment”
for every kind of disease.
So, is target panic a disease? The word disease is a
combination of the root “dis” and the word “ease,”
which means you are no longer at ease, you are distressed, so yes target panic is a disease and two of the
key points in the discussion are that there are treatments
and people do get cured. Consequently, detecting the
symptoms early and getting treatment should be much
more effective than delaying until the symptoms are
much more entrenched.
The Symptoms of Target Panic There is quite a complex of symptoms of target panic, but most of the forms
fall into one of two categories: an inability to aim or an
inability to loose. See for yourself which of the following symptoms fit into these two categories.
Freezing This involves having one’s sight aperture
or arrow point either stop moving where it is not wanted or, if the aperture is where it is wanted, the archer
cannot shoot.
Continued on Next Page

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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“All hunters report tremendous
excitement when drawing on a
game animal, which is quite the
opposite from what a target
archer experiences, which is
why I think we need to
categories styles of archer and
the treatments that work for
those conditions.”

Snap Shooting This
involves releasing the arrow
when anywhere near aimed
at the target. Snap shooting
can be confused with shooting too quickly. Shooting too
quickly can be slowed down,
snap shooters cannot.
Flinching This involves a
twitching motion prior to
when the arrow is to be
loosed.
Can’t Hold on Target
Called variously “sweep
shooting” or “drive-by shooting” this involves the fact
that the sight aperture or arrow point is in constant,
large scale motion, so the archer must loose as the aperture swings somewhat near where it is wanted.
Involuntary Release This involves an archer who
releases the string when full draw is achieved, whether
they are properly aimed or not.
Target Panic—What are the Causes?

About the only physical cause that people seem to agree
upon is “being overbowed.” If you are trying to handle
more draw weight than you are physically capable of
handling, all kinds of bad habits ensue, including a high
probability of contracting the symptoms of target panic.
This can also be described as a lack of physical conditioning, which is just the flip side of the same coin.
The mental causes are much more extensively
explored. Many modern authors describe target panic as
being a “conditioned reflex.” A conditioned reflex is one
that is learned as opposed to an involuntary reflex,
which occurs without any
learning involved. An example of an involuntary reflex is
when a doctor taps your bent
leg just below your kneecap
with a little hammer and
your leg kicks forward involuntarily. As babies we are
born with such reflexes and
we keep many of them our
whole lives. Learned or conditioned reflexes require
training. An example is an
archer who uses a clicker but
who cannot let down after their clicker “clicks.” They
have improperly created a conditioned reflex, in which
A (clicker “clicks”) causes B (shot is loosed). This is
actually incorrect and retraining will have to occur.
(This is one reason I insist that students desiring clickers need to be coached and coached well.)
Another claimed cause of target panic is competi-

tion pressure/tension. Yet
another is shooting under
pressure without a shot
sequence/mental program.
Another is “trying too hard,”
yet another is “fear of failure.”
A major failing of most
target panic experts is not
categorizing the style of
archery being addressed.
This can be excused for target archery books written in
the longbow era when everyone addressed shot a longbow at a painted or paper target, but today we need to distinguish between shooting
paper targets (target archery) and shooting game
(bowhunting). In target archery we need to distinguish
between archers who use sights and those who don’t as
well as recurve and longbow archers (high draw weight
at full draw) and compound archers (low draw weight at
full draw) and, of course, fingers shooters from release
shooters.
Support for this position are the numerous stories
associated with “buck fever.” One archer reported having to hold onto a tree because after shooting at a deer,
he experienced violent tremors to the point that holding onto a tree was his only way to qwell the tremors! (I
am tempted to speculate that he was a closet tree-hugger, but that would be just a bowhunting joke.) All
hunters report tremendous excitement when drawing
on a game animal, which is quite the opposite from
what a target archer experiences, which is why I think
we need to categorize styles of archer and the treatments that work for those
conditions. I will try to do
this in my catalog of treatments.

“In fact, most treatments for
target panic are, at their cores,
efforts to reprogram one’s shot.
It is my guess that a potent
preventative of target panic is
the correct mental and physical
programming of one’s shot in
the first place.”
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Target Panic—Training
Aids and Physical Cures

Quite a few writers have
suggested what I call “techno-fixes.” A techno-fix is a
piece of equipment, or a
training aid, or a change in
form that will cure you, a
mechanical antibiotic if you
will. The most common example is the recommendation of using a clicker.
Clickers Of course this didn’t happen until the
clicker was invented (I would love to publish a history
of the clicker if you are minded to write on the topic.)
which seemed to be in the 1960’s or so. The fact that
one of the various names for target panic is “clicker
Archery Focus

panic” probably indicates that is not an effective cure.
Nothing can be said definitively as learning to use a
clicker involves considerable training and, if target panic
is a conditioned reflex, training a new reflex could be the
source of the cure rather than the clicker itself.
Release Aids For finger shooters, one aid recommended is shooting with a release aid. Again, one
symptom of target panic is inappropriate techniques
like “punching,” this falls in with recommendation for
using a clicker in that the re-training of a new release
method could be the source of the cure rather than the
release aid itself.
Tranquilizers Yes, people are that desperate. This is
also why archery is one of the few sports that bans alcohol during competitions. Alcohol is not a performance
enhancer in most sports, but as a relaxant of tournament
nerves and target panic symptoms, it does work. My
guess is that in extreme cases, a doctor proscribed tranquilizer may help to relax an archer sufficiently to allow
one of the other treatments to work, but by and large I
am very dubious of “chemical cures” of target panic.
Changing Shooting Style A large change of style
again is a reprogramming of one’s shot, so this may
effect a cure or may just provide a new breeding ground
for target panic symptoms when one gets up to speed
with the new style.
Switching Bow Arms Quite a few archers have
switched from shooting right-handed to shooting left-

handed and vice-versa. Some have switched and then
switched back after years of shooting “other handed.”
Again, this is an extreme form of reprogramming one’s
shot, hopefully without the elements of target panic
built in.
In fact, most treatments for target panic are, at their
cores, efforts to reprogram one’s shot. It is my guess that
a potent preventative of target panic is the correct mental and physical programming of one’s shot in the first
place.
Next

I have surveyed over 200 archery books, plus numerous
magazine articles and video and audio programs and
have started forming a catalog of treatments. For
sources of such which are out of print, I will supply the
full treatment. For those I have found in sources still in
print/distribution, I will give you an outline of the treatment and then refer you to the source for full details. I
see no other way to protect the author’s intellectual
rights.
Following that, I will add a catalog of treatments
from video and audio sources.
I intend to conclude with some kind of summary
indicating how treatments can be made more effective,
“cures” effected, and target panic prevented in the first
place.

An Archery Book Just for Kids!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for Kids explores with
text, photos, and diagrams all the questions new archers have about the
sport they are embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A session
based on the most common question kids ask about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most knowledgable
coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.
Get your copy of Archery for Kids today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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The
Arrowmat
Target Face
The quickest way to become a millionaire in
the archery business is to invent an archery target that
doesn’t get “shot out.” Currently all archery butts need
repair or replacement eventually. The only close
appoximation of such a target we have seen was a
wood box filled with a clay which had ingredients
mixed in so that the clay never dried out. Shoot a
bunch of holes into the clay, then use a trowel to
smooth out the target and repeat. Pretty neat, except
that it was quite heavy and expensive, and, and . . .
well the search goes on.
Until that perfect target butt gets invented, what
we are seeking is something that is very long lasting
and very cost effective. Each new target butt invention has the same goals.
Well, there is a new product on the market that
looks to do just that, last a long time and be cost effective, but it isn’t a target butt, it is a target face.
So, gee, how much money can you spend on target
faces for pity’s sake? you ask. Well, if you pay a couple
of bucks per face, not a whole lot if you are an individual. But quite a bit if you run kid’s programs as conventional target faces get shot out, wet when it rains,
and the corners are constantly gettting torn out. So,
more recently, target faces are being printed on Tyvek
and more modern plastic materials that don’t tear or get
wet, but they come with substantially higher price tags.
Then along came the nice people at Arrowmat.
They have introduced a nice line of 17˝ square targets
for the low, low price of $15.99. What, sputter, sputter, $16 for a target face? Incredible!
Yes, they are.
Now as a qualification, we suggest that if you
shoot fifty cent piece-sized groups at 20 yds/18 m, we
are not recommending these faces to you. But if you
run a youth program or any archery facility where you
don’t have professional archers shooting shot after
shot into the same hole, these may be for you.
The Arrowmat target faces are, well, the best we
can describe them is they are like old-style mouse
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pads. They are kind of floppy, being a touch over 1/8˝
thick. The back side feels rubbery while the front side
feels like cloth. The printed target faces come in a
number of styles variously called 5 Spot, Deck of
Cards, Dartboard, ArrowmatTM 4 Color Round,
ArrowmatTM 3 Spot, Elk, Turkey, Camo Bullseye and
Big Buck (see the photos). The 4 Color Round is a
fair approximation of a FITA 40 cm target, but is not
exactly the correct size and has no FITA stamp.
(These were not intended for tournament use, so why
pay FITA a royalty.)
Arrowmat claims that each face “will not need to
be replaced for up to 1,000 shots” which is more than
a little ambiguous, so we took some test shots. (No,
we didn’t shoot 1000 arrows into ours, although if we
had had a few interns, we would have done that.)
From the photos, we show you the front and back side
of the face where it had been shot. The front side
shows little spots where the fabrics threads have been
cut, but the back side shows at most tiny pin holes.
These faces are quite self-healing and should perform
at least close to their claim if not better.
One of the features we really like is their solution
FRONT

BACK
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to the “torn corner” problem which plagues conventional target faces. They put grommets in each corner,
through which you can push a substantial bale pin.
This is a nice feature.
One of their statements really got me thinking,
namely that their mats were “Designed to complement
most foam block targets on the market today . . .” We
use a lot of EthafoamTM targets in our youth programs, primarily because we are reaching out to institutions who do not have permanent ranges: schools,
park and rec centers, churches, etc. This means we (or
they) have to bring in targets and set them up in a suitable shooting space and then take them down afterward. Our targets must be easy to move, transport, set
up, and take down, therefore made of EthafoamTM.
As a simple test we set up one of our 6˝ Hips
foam targets with replaceable 10˝ thick cores and shot
some of our program arrows (1816 Easton Jazz) from
a Genesis bow (set at 20# of draw) into the center. The
depth of penetration averaged about 7.5˝. Then we
pinned up our Arrowmat test face and repeated the
shots (same bow, same arrows) and the average depth
of penetration was just under 6˝. What this means is
that the Arrowmat face contributes some penetration
resistance and will make our foam targets last longer!
This, of course, does not happen with conventional
paper faces.
What we would like to see is 60 cm and 80 cm versions of the ArrowmatTM 4 Color Round, which we
would secure to our foam target butts. This would
Archery Focus

eliminate the need to provide target faces (to replace
those shot out or torn), extra target face pins (which get
broken, lost, and stolen) and would last class after class.
We can’t do the cost benefit analysis for you, but
from where we sit with regard to youth programs, these
are definite winners (and they have volume discounts).
Of course, these target faces are not limited to youths.
The animal targets could be pinned to a Block-style
target and used to sight in for hunting season (but not
with broadheads), for example.
For more information call 800.920.6035 or look
online at www.arrowmat.com.
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CREATING A COLLEGE ARCHERY CLUB

Getting
More Involved
by Jonathan Miller
Having a strong college club is great for you
and great for your school and you should take great
pride in your accomplishments getting there. It is now
time to get more involved in your region to help other
clubs and promote the sport of archery as a whole at
the college level. By doing this, you will not only help
your region out and make it stronger competitively,
but you will also help grow your own club indirectly.
is the next step that your club should take.
Many may be skeptical in that getting more
involved in your region may seem unnecessary, but
think of it this way; where would Michael Jordan be
if he stopped playing basketball at high school or college because he didn’t feel like taking his skills to the
next level? He put a lot of hard work into building
himself up for the pros so it was inevitable that he
went on to the national stage. The same can be said
about your club; you have spent months of hard work
to now be able to shoot as a club at the national level.
Getting involved with your region is the logical next
step and it would be a shame if you didn’t. I will
address three things you can do. The first thing is to
travel to, or host, the College Archery Program
(CAP) Regional Championships, the second is to
network and collaborate with your Regional Student
Representative, and finally working closely with
nearby clubs to help grow
other small organizations
with the wisdom you have garnered as your own club
grew.
Even though it may be difficult or expensive to
get away from campus for a weekend to shoot a
Regional tournament, this is important for you to do.
Figure out a way to get there because it is very impor-

tant for your club to show support for the region. It is
even more important if a college club is hosting the
tournament because if you do not show up for their
tournament, chances are they will not show up for
yours. Networking with your region at these tournaments is crucial to building good relationships with
other clubs for future tournaments and for soliciting
advice. When you end up going to a large tournament
like the U.S. Intercollegiate Archery Championships
(USIACs), you will be glad to know other clubs that
are like yours that you can hang out with. Think of
the regional championships as a child’s birthday party,
it may not be the most fun thing to go to and you may
not even know the birthday kid, but at least you’ll get
to hang out with other students in the same situation;
and maybe you’ll get some cake while you’re there,
too.
Systems of representatives are already setup to
help you work with the region and have your club’s
voice heard all the way to the national level. There are
four Regional Representatives and eight Student
Regional Representatives. The job of the eight Student Reps is to help your club out, to help it grow and
prosper. They are a good resource not only advance
your club’s position in the region but in the country as
a whole. The Student
Reps will know how your
club can help out in the
region and they can be
your contact person to get in touch with other
schools. This can come in handy when you decide to
run a tournament, for example when you do not have
enough target mats to use, other clubs showing up to
the tournament can help by bringing a mat or two. If
you really want to get involved, you can become a

Part 9 of a Series
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Finally, A Book for Archery Parents!
Finally, parents with kids getting involved in archery have a book just
for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique, execution, and
equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Student Representative for your own region. The
process is simple, at the CAP Regional Championships there is a voting process to pick a male and a
female Student Representative. These people are
voted on by the clubs in the region, so make sure you
campaign and get your name out if you really want to
serve this way. From there you have the opportunity
to run for National Student Representative and be
even more involved. Since we are only talking about
getting involved regionally, sticking with considering
being the Student Regional Rep is a good place to
start.
Probably the easiest and most rewarding thing
you can do to get involved in your region is to simply
work with other clubs in the region to help them
grow. It is really hard to start a club from scratch
without any guidance, so it would be most welcome
for you to hold their hand through the process. Give
up and coming clubs all the forms that you have used
and any computer files that can help them since they
can learn from mistakes that others have already
made. By helping out other clubs around you, you will
bring more archers to your own club and have more
competition. Just like a business, it is better to have
competition to improve your process of running a
club. Having a nearby club that is pushing you to
rethink the way you do things can only make your
club better and building better archers will benefit
Archery Focus

you and the other clubs as well.
Getting involved with your region can be even
more rewarding than starting your own club because
now your organization is a part of something larger
and is contributing to a bigger program. Your organization is no longer a small school club but a nationally recognized club that you have built. What is nice
about this is now you will be able to bring in all types
of archers who hadn’t even known your school had an
archery program. Because you have built a strong
organization and brought others along your path,
when you graduate you will have someone to take
over and keep the organization running strong.
Sponsoring a College Archery Tournament

One of the coolest things that your archery club can
do to become more involved in the archery world is to
put on a tournament, and not just some small local
tournament. Nothing works better for advertising
your club than hosting your own tournament and
inviting college clubs in your region to attend. There
are multiple pluses to this, such as increased attention
to your club, profits from the tournament, and of
course . . . no travel costs for you! Hosting a tournament has many upfront costs that your club or you
need to cover, so make sure you have enough money
in the bank to rent everything and put on a great
Continued on the Next Page
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tournament because you only have
this one chance to make a great first
impression on the surrounding clubs
and the archery community.
There is a great deal of planning
that must happen before you
announce your first tournament.
The first step is to look through the
NAA rule book to get the dimensions of the field you need and a
checklist of the usual items needed.
Use the NAA rule book to draw up
a field diagram that you can present
to a college official for use of a field
for a weekend. It is important for
the official to see what you need and
that you are ready to put hard work
into preparing the field and keeping
it secure. You want to make this
tournament the best you can provide
At your own tournament show how you do things. Make sure everyone
so planning is key. Go to a major
competes in their team teeshirt.
hardware store, such as Home
Depot, and research prices of everything you think your time to get things ready. Some things you need
you will need so you can make a firm estimate of to do is order awards, design and make tee-shirts, find
material costs. A few of the more important things a DJ, and get paperwork printed such as registration
needing to be done before you can announce your forms and scorecards. There are other things you need
to do such as rent a stage, paint field lines, and get
tournament are:
materials to mark off your field. These things can be
• Reserving a Judge to run the tournament
hard to find and occasionally even harder to do, but
• Confirmation of a field reservation
• Applying to make the tournament a Star FITA that is what is great about being at a college, there are
so many resources you can use that others can’t to save
Tournament (so that any records will count)
you money. A stage can be rented from your music
• Reserving portable lavatories and generators
• Signing up volunteers to work the tournament, department; the field lines can be drawn by the same
crew that does the football lines or soccer lines on the
especially as field crew
Once all those things are taken care of, then you intramural fields, and rebar can be borrowed from
can announce your tournament. Give at least a month maintenance crews to put your caution tape around
in advance to let people know about your tournament the field. Usually the University is more than happy to
but do not put a deadline since archers are notorious help out an organization and will do it for a good
for signing up as late as the day of a tournament. Use price if not for free.
Now for the big item you need to worry about.
already established forums to announce your tournament such as Archery Talk and pro shops and, of You need to find enough target mats to shoot at and
course, the CAP website. Make sure on your flier you transport. You have a few options at this point.
Option 1—You can buy many tarput the date, what kind of tournaget mats and expense them to the
ment it is, who is able to shoot,
club so you will have them for next
shooting fees, the availability of
time. Option 2—You can buy many
food on site, lodging availability, and
target mats and sell them at a distime. Try to think through any
count after the tournament. (If you
questions or problems people might
choose this option be sure to let
have and answer their questions on
neighboring clubs know so they can
the flier ahead of time. For instance,
at Purdue, we forgot that people will be traveling reserve a number of mats to purchase and can arrange
through a time zone change from Illinois to Indiana to take them with them after the tournament.)
and people were an hour late so make sure you put Option 3—You can borrow them from a nearby club
or J.O.A.D. group. Rent a small moving truck for the
details like that on the flier.
In the month or so before the tournament, this is weekend and you will be set for both storage and
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transportation.
Most of the work for the tournament will come the
day before when you have to setup the field. This is the
time where your field crew is used the most. Try to get
everything done the night before because you will have
to be at the tournament site very, very early otherwise.
Don’t forget all the small details that can make or break
a tournament such as shade, water jugs, trash cans, and
road signs to help direct people to your tournament.
Also notify the local newspaper so you can get as much
press out of the event as possible. Notify the colleges
chief information officer so you can get announcements that might attract spectators from your college—these are potentially new club members!
At this point, run your tournament and have a
great time. Good planning will allow you to run the
tournament without any problems and, if it is planned
very well, it will practically run itself. After a tournament, most tournament directors are tired and just
excited that the tournament is over but work still
must be done for a tournament to be a success.
Remember to sort the results and post them as well as
tournament photos online as soon as possible for
everyone to see. Create a “press release” for the tournament with photos and send it to all the college officials who helped you so they can see what great work
you have done. Send a copy to the local newspaper

and anyone else who might publicize the event. Once
after you have returned all the rented items, put up
the results, and covered all your expenses, then you
can call it a success and look forward to repeating all
the work next year! Of course, to bring along future
club leaders, you will want to involve as many of them
as possible in the work.
If you have any questions with this article or specific questions, you can contact me at
Jonkmiller984@gmail.com.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Simon’s
“Three Sea Shells”
Centre Shot Tool
What a Recurver Finds Out Fiddling
with a Compound
by Simon S. Needham
Compound bows are quite fascinating mechanically. I have
had an interest in them and talked to a number of top compounders, to mainly find things out to bring back the information to the compounders in our club. So, I hope you find
my adventure interesting.
Being an Olympic-style archer curious about
compounds, there was only one thing for it, steal a
bow! Actually, after a nice chat with Les McPhearson
from Quicks Archery, he kindly loaned me his Hoyt
Seven 37 to carry on experimenting with along with
some very helpful advice, after all how difficult could
it be? My friend, Bob
Provan has amassed a fair
amount of gear and was
kind enough to lend me a
sight and wrist release. I
had decided to use a wrist
release, as I have seen a
number of recurve archers
starting out on compound and letting go of the
release aid. As I was only having a go, I felt that the
wrist release was the safest for all.
With recurve bows the important part of tuning
once the bow had been statically set up, is to get the
bare shaft level with the fletched arrows, this means
that the arrow is leaving the bow in a flat trajectory
when seen from the side. With a compound, the
arrow needs be set to the dynamic centre shot, so
when seen from above it comes straight out of the
bow.

the cam adjusters. It was also suggested that once the
cables had been fitted, when adjustments to cable or
string length needed to be made that full turns (360°)
only were to be made so that the cables maintained
the same “set.” I set the tiller at 2 mm plus. At this
time no sight or stabiliser was required on the bow as
they would get in the way.
Setting the Bus Cable The bus cable is the one that
splits into two parts and attaches either side of the top
limb, the bottom end is attached to a peg on the bottom cam. Putting more twists in the bus cable shortens it and therefore shortens the axle-to-axle length.
The axle is the round pin
near the centre of the cam,
that attaches it to the limbs.
The measurement is taken
between the centres of the
top and bottom pins. This
sets the brace height. If the
axle length is increased, not
only does the brace height drop but so does the peak
weight. So to a certain extent the power of the bow
can also be controlled with the bus cable.
Setting the Control Cable This is the single cable
that is connected to both cams, but which is not the
string! This cable sets the timing of the cams. The
easiest way of doing this is to manufacture a draw
board, this enables you to draw the bow back and
adjust the draw length minutely. If the timing is out,
this cable will need to be twisted. The easiest way of
finding out which way is to try putting twists in, if the
timing gets further out you know it is the wrong way!
Setting the String To get the draw length close to
where you want, you will have to fit a D Loop to the
nocking point. The nocking point was set 3 mm

“Being an Olympic-style archer
curious about compounds, there
was only one thing for it,
steal a bow!”

Setting up the Bow (Hoyt Seven 37)

With all the cables and string on the bow, it was suggested that the cams should be set to position ‘E’ on
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above flat. Once the D Loop has been tied on, usually an extended bottom nocking point is required so
that when the release aid pulls on the D Loop the
release aid catch is directly behind the nock, in line
with the length of the arrow (see photo below).
Major changes can be made changing the module

error in setting up a compound is setting the centre
shot, there are a number of ways of setting this up
dynamically, e.g. French tuning: set at 5 m and 50 m.
Which is fine if you have a range up to 50 m and calm
winds.
My desire was to be able to set up a compound
dynamically for centre shot in an 18m range. To that
end, this is what came up with:
Compound “3 Sea Shells”
Centre Shot Finder Tool Mk I

I welded 3 x 8mm (ID) washers together on a small
piece of rodded bar as a triple sight ring (see photo
below).
To check the centre shot of a compound, set the
position, smaller changes can be made by twists in the
string.
Setting the Peep Sight The peep sight can take a
little bit of fiddling to get it to a reasonable height,
and then get it to a position where you can see
through it. I found it useful to draw the bow back,
then Bob looked at its height in front of my eye and
we adjusted it from there.
Affixing a Long Rod At this point I fitted a long
rod to give the bow a bit of balance.
Finding Centre Shot It seems that the greatest

compound so that the limbs are clear of the ground
and supported, put an arrow in the bow, using the
peep sight align the arrow with the string and then

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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adjust the centre ring to lie directly above the arrow
and inline with the string, so:
At 18 m draw a thick vertical line on the back of

tern so that the bow is shooting centre shot, when you
come to shoot the bow at a target face the sight may
need to be moved a little for the arrows to impact in
the centre of the gold. This I think this depends on
the type of bow and set up of cams, the position of
cable guard and the amount of side pressure that it
exerts.
MkII “3 Sea Shells”

a target face (a stripe of tape works too), and put it in
the centre of a boss, this is to ensure the arrow groups
stay on the boss.
At the 18m shooting line, shoot three arrows at
the line drawn on the target face using the centre ring.
Next shoot three arrows at the line drawn on the target using the left sight ring, then three more using the
right sight ring.
If the three groups are equidistant from each
other, this indicates that the bow is set to centre shot.
If however the groups are not equidistant, reset
centre shot using the guide (below).
Once I had the pattern equidistant, I shot a
Portsmouth round using the centre washer only and
shot 562 (out of 600; 60 arrows at 18 m Ed.).
I then fitted the scope and set it so that the arrow
hit target centre.
You may well find that once you have set the pat-
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Pattern 1 The arrow is too far to the
left, move the rest/launcher to the right.

Never one to rest on my laurels, even though this tool
seems to work very well, it includes the downside of
the scope needing to be removed to use the “3 Sea
Shells.” To fix this, the Mark II version has been
designed to fit onto the archer’s scope, so that archers
and coaches can check the dynamic centre shot of
compound bows with the greatest of ease. In true
“Blue Peter” style this can be made at home, using a
few bits and pieces.
For this, children, you will need to buy, three 8
mm (3⁄16˝, ID) rubber washers (Do not be tempted to
use metal washers as they will tend to fly off and hit
you!); an old plastic medicine container about the
same circumference as a scope; a hot melt gun; some
super glue and some scissors (see photo below).
Glue the three rubber washers together using

Pattern 2 The arrow is on centre shot,
rest is in the correct place.

Pattern 2 The arrow is too far to the
right, move the rest/launcher to the left.
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super glue, making sure that the overlap is exactly the
same for all washers. A ruler helps in lining them up
(see photo below).
Cut the container so that you end up with a

curved half section that will fit over or under your
scope.
Using the hot melt gun, firmly glue the centre
washer to the centre middle of the container piece (see
photo below).
You know have your very own centre shot check-

er, this can easily be attached to a scope, with a couple of elastic bands (see top of next column). Remember
to move the sight appropriately, to compensate for the
position of the “3 Sea Shells.”
I think that this will be a useful aid to setting up
compounds especially for coaches as they can quite
easily check the centre shot, without otherwise disturbing the archer’s sight.
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AER Articles for Coaches #3
Welcome to the third AER Article for Coaches in Archery Focus! As mentioned in the last
issue, Archery Focus is going to have two Archery Education Resources articles, one for students
and one for coaches. We are going to try to keep the two articles on (or near) the same topic as
we expect that, as students read their articles, they may be running right to you with questions.

Helping Them Set Up
Their New Equipment
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER
In the previous article, we discussed how to help
your students buy archery equipment. Now let’s look
at getting their “new” gear set up. We recommend that
you consider each of these situations as a prime “teaching moment” in that archers need to learn at least a little about their own equipment so they can maintain it
and deal with equipment malfunctions while shooting.
Any client who doesn’t want to know and just wants
you to “do it for them” is asking you for a service you
can charge for. It might be wise to schedule a private
lesson for students needing such services as they can
be time consuming and trying to do this “on the fly”
while running a class is probably not a good idea.
Unless you are a very knowledgeable about
archery gear, we generally don’t recommend you do
much work on your student’s bows. Limiting yourself
to the basics is a good idea. If you have a good archery
shop behind you, you are in luck and can refer your
students to them. You may even be able to work out a
deal to get your student’s a small discount on services
when you refer them. Talk to the shop’s owner.

make sure all of the parts work together. If the limbs
attach with limb bolts (turn, turn, turn. . . . ) rather
than clip on, you need to make sure those bolts turn
in and out easily. Have your student carefully turn the
bolts all the way in and then all of the way out. The
danger here is cross threading, which is getting one
side of a bolt one thread lower than it should be; this
will mess up the threads on both bolt and riser and
require an expensive repair. If the student reports that
the bolts don’t turn easily, try them yourself. If you
meet very firm resistance—stop!—and back that bolt
back out. If you know how to use a tap wrench (see
photo), you might be able to clear those threads. (If
not, send them to a shop.) If you have the appropriate
tap and a tap wrench gently run the tap in and out of
the threads in the riser. If the threads on the bolt are
damaged, try running a die up and down them (there

New or Used?

Buying used gear is a way to get much better equipment for the money spent. But one can inherit a
bunch of problems doing so. At a minimum, the
buyer needs to be ready to make small repairs and
replace worn out parts.
We will start with helping your students set up
new gear first then switch over to setting up “new to
them” gear aka used stuff.
Setting Up New Recurve Bows

After the new bow is unpacked it is important to
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is no standard but often the threads are 5/16NF18).
“Chasing” the threads this way very often fixes the
problem (see photo below left).
Another danger spot is in the limb tip notches.
Mass produced bows/limbs often have small burrs or
other sharp defects hiding in those notches or on the
edges of those notches that can cut right through a
bowstring in only a few dozen shots. These can be
cleaned up with a fine round file (of about the same
diameter as the notch) or a curled piece of sandpaper
(good additions to your coaching bag).

Setting up a new bow string. Have
your student put 8-10 twists in it
when he/she first strings the bow. (If
this is their first recurve bow, you will
probably have to teach them how to string
their bow.) The general practice is to slide the
top loop over the top limb tip and rotate the bottom loop, counting the number of twists (complete
rotations of the string). Many people feel that the
twists should go in the same directions that your fingers curl around the string. It is a good idea for your
student to learn that writing down all of these numbers in a little notebook is a really good idea. (Some
coaches buy a bunch of small inexpensive spiral
bound notebooks and present one to each student
getting a new bow as an incentive to adopt this good
practice.)
When the bow is first braced, the brace height
needs to be checked. If your student doesn’t own a
bow square yet, this can be done with a ruler. Take the
opportunity to teach your student that checking the
brace height each time he/she braces the bow is a
good check on the health of his/her bowstring. “If the
string stretches, or worse, a strand breaks inside, the
brace height will drop and you will notice.” The brace
height should be compared with what the manufacturer of the bow recommends. If the brace height isn’t
Continued on the Next Page
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in range, you will need to help them
adjust it.
If the brace height is too high, the
string is too short. If the string is Dacron,
it will stretch some. You can encourage the
stretching by sitting the bow in your lap (string
up) and pressing down on both limbs near the limb
tips. It will also stretch when shot. If the string is
made of a more modern string material, it will stretch
very little. If the brace height is much too high, the
string needs to be replaced. (This unfortunately
occurs much too often.)

and rebrace the bow and remeasure the brace height.
Repeat as necessary. If the number of twists gets
excessive, the string will look bumpy when the bow is
braced, indicating the string is much too long. If the
brace height is much too low, the string needs to be
replaced with a shorter one. (This unfortunately
occurs much too often.)
Setting up a new arrow rest. We recommend “press
and stick” or “screw-in” plastic arrow rests for beginning to intermediate archers because adding a fancier
arrow rest is unlikely to show a performance boost
until their technique improves, so why bother. Be sure
the rest is level with the arrow shelf. If the rest slopes
down, arrows will fall off of the rest while shooting,
which is frustrating. If it slopes up, the “finger” on the
arrow rest will deflect vanes causing poor groups. If
the “screw-in” type is being used, one of its weaknesses is its tendency to rotate so that it slants up or down.
This cannot be “fixed” by using a lot of force on the
locking nut, as it is only a plastic piece after all. You
need to teach your student to check the position of
the arrow rest frequently and reposition in and to
“gently” tighten the locking nut as needed.

A bow square is the ideal tool to measure brace height, but you can use

If the brace height is too low, the string can be
shortened by adding twists. Add 8-10 more twists

Screw-in arrow rests are almost ideal, but they do tend to rotate somewhat

The centershot position is not critical at this
time.
Setting Up the Nocking Point Locator. A good starting point for a recurve bow nock locator is 1⁄2˝ above
square for the nocking point locator (this is another
reason to recommend that your student acquire a bow
square) You will probably need to help affix the nocking point locator. This is why it is a good idea to carry
nocking point pliers in your coaching bag (and a few
brass nocking point locators, too). Just a single nocking point is okay at this point, but if your student is
stringwalking, you definitely need two.
Setting Up New Compound Bows
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Compound bows are generally ready to shoot right
out of the box, but . . . they still need to be inspected.
Archery Focus

The manufacturer may not have installed the arrow
rest, for example. Compound bows almost always
come with a little book with instructions as to how to
set up the bow. If they did not, generally all you have
to do is attach the arrow rest and place a nocking
point locator (follow the instructions above).
Adjusting the draw weight. One of the nice things
about compound bows is that their draw weights are
adjustable over a wide range. Have your student test
draw your bow to make sure he/she can draw it
smoothly and easily. This is a critical adjustment as
being “overbowed” kills any chance of achieving good
form and execution.
If the draw weight needs to be reduced, this is
done by rotating the limb bolts so they move outward
(this is counterclockwise looking in at the bolt). Since
there is no guarantee that the limb bolts were in a
symmetrical position in the first place, most people
screw them all of the way down (counting turns as
they go!) and then backing each bolt out the same
number of turns (more turns to make the draw weight
lower, fewer turns to raise it). This is a good practice
to emulate

nocks will probably need to be
replaced by whoever sold them so
have your student take the arrows
back. He/she can shoot program arrows
until the situation is corrected.
As an aside, please note that such arrows
can probably be shot “as is” at the current level of
your students’ expertise. When arrows are shot with
“fingers on the string,” the rear end of the arrow passes the arrow rest somewhat away from the bow. But
one of AER’s coaching principles is too teach our students so that they will know what to do in the future
and this would be a problem when their technique
improves (and the arrows slide by the rest closer, more
likely to hit something as they glide by).
Setting Up Used Recurve Bows

Before the bow was bought, we assume it was draw
tested it to make sure it is okay; if this has not been
done, go back to Article #2 to see how it is done and
do this test—this is a very important safety concern!
All of the things done to set up a new bow need to be
done for setting up a used bow, plus more. When the
bow is inspected, badly worn or missing parts need to

Here a “T-Handled” Allen wrench is being used to adjust the draw
weight of this compound bow, but an ordinary Allen wrench set has a
3
⁄16˝ wrench you can use also. Always count the number of turns from
being bottomed out (see text).

Setting Up New Arrows

If your student bought new arrows, they should be
ready to shoot, but they need to be inspected anyway.
Nocks are made of plastic and they can crack. Vanes
are made of plastic which can tear. Something that
frustrates new archers is they get brand new arrows
that were set up for a different style of arrow rest, one
which has the index vane point down or up, for example. If the nocks are of a press-in variety and you have
a nock wrench in your coaching bag, use this opportunity to teach your student how to line up the nocks
with the index vanes. If they are glue on nocks, the
Archery Focus
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be identified. Bows can be missing grips, bowstrings, nocking
point locators, even limb bolts.
Missing parts must be replaced. If the
bowstring looks at all worn, it is probably wise to start with a new string because
one can’t know what the old string has be subjected to.
If a replacement grip can’t be found, the grip area
can be wrapped with a tennis grip wrap, available at
almost any sporting goods store (you don’t want one
that is tacky or “nonslip”) which makes the bow comfortable to be “shot off of the riser.”
Setting Up Used Compound Bows

Before the bow was bought, we assume it was draw
tested it to make sure it is okay; if this has not been
done, go back to Article #2 to see how it is done and
do this test—this is a very important safety concern!
All of the things done to set up a new bow need to be
done for setting up a used bow, plus more. When the
bow is inspected, badly worn or missing parts need to
be identified. Bows can be missing grips, bowstrings,
nocking point locators, even limb bolts. Missing parts
must be replaced. If the bowstring and/or cable(s)
look at all worn, it is probably wise to start with new
ones because you don’t know what the old ones have
been subjected to. This you will probably need an
archery shop to do as a bow press is required (plus
news strings and cables).
Attaching the new arrow rest. If the bow came
with a rest and it is a simple press-on or screw-in rest,
you are probably good to go. If it looks quite worn, it
needs to be replaced (see the instructions above). If it
came with a fancy arrow rest, it is probably wise to
remove it and set it aside for the time when your student can benefit from such a rest. (Also people who
shoot “fingers” use different rests from people who
shoot with “release aids.”)
You need to check for proper nocking point locator position and reposition it if necessary.
Adjusting the draw weight. If the draw weight
needs adjusting, use the procedure (above) for a new
bow.

shortened to be the same length as the short ones.
Obviously “too short” is not an option; this option is
only for the case in which small differences in arrow
lengths is noticed.
If the arrows are aluminum, they also need to be
checked for bends. If your student has a very flat table
top at home, they can lay the shaft (only the shaft) on
the table and try to roll it across the table. If the arrow
has a significant bend, it won’t roll, it will slide! If it
has a very small bend it will roll noisily. If it is basically straight, it will roll smoothly and more quietly
than the bent ones. For the ones they aren’t sure
about, they may bring them to you to check. Use any
of the techniques you have been taught to do this for
them. (The Rolls-Royce of such checks is having an
arrow spinner.)
You need to be leery of students asking you to
straighten their arrows, if you possess the skill. Beginning to intermediate archers can bend a lot of arrows.
If you have an arrow straightener, you may want to
use a class to teach the skill, or straighten arrows during one class in a session only. Be aware that archery
shops usually charge a small fee for arrow straightening.
If the arrows are carbon, they need to checked not
for bends, but for cracks and splits. Have your student
first check them by eye and then bend each arrow just
slightly and roll it back and forth in your fingers. If an
arrow is cracked it will make, well, “cracking noises.”
If it isn’t cracked, it will not make any noise. Cracked
arrows, even suspicious arrows, should not be shot.
Such arrows can spectacularly come apart into many
very sharp strands when they fail. Broken carbon
arrows must be disposed of where curious children
won’t find the pieces and be tempted to play with
them!
Next time we will talk about how to “shoot in” new or
used bows.

Setting Up Used Arrows

If your student acquired used arrows, you will probably need to help them with their inspection. They
need to be checked for broken nocks, torn vanes, and
loose or loosened arrow points. Also, stand the bunch
on their points to make sure they are all the same
length! (Yes, this check is necessary!) If any are defective, they need to be taken to a shop for repair. If the
lengths of several arrows differ a bit, they can be shot
“as is” or taken to a shop to have the longer ones
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AER Articles for Archers #3
Welcome, beginning archers! This is the third of a series of articles provided by Archery
Education Resources for you. (The first was in the last issue.) Each issue of Archery Focus
magazine will include an article for you and an article for your coach. Much of the rest of
this magazine can be helpful to you, also, so do take a look around!

Setting Up “New”
Archery Gear
Part of Archer Fundamentals by AER
In the previous Archery Focus, we discussed
how to buy archery equipment. Now let’s look at getting your “new” gear set up for you!
New or “New to You”?

Unless you have a very knowledgeable source of
archery expertise available to you, we generally don’t
recommend you buy used gear. But if you have a good
archery shop behind you, or a very experience archer
on your personal team, buying used gear is a way to
get much better equipment for the money you have to
spend. The downside is somebody has been using (or
mis-using) the equipment ahead of you, so you have
to be ready to make small repairs and replace worn
out parts.
We will start with setting up new gear first then
switch over to setting up “new to you” gear aka used
stuff.

“Unless you have a very
knowledgeable source of
archery expertise available
to you, we generally don’t
recommend you buy
used gear.”
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Setting Up New Recurve Bows

Unpack your new bow and make sure all of the parts
work together. If you have limbs that attach with limb
bolts, make sure those bolts turn in and out easily. If
they don’t, your coach may have a tool called a tap
which can clear up the threads. Also check the limb
tip notches. If there are any rough spots in the notches or on the edge of a notch, these can actually cut
right through your new string. So, take a fine round
file or a curled piece of sandpaper and smooth off
these rough patches (see photo below).
Examine your new bow string. You should put 810 twists in it when you first string the bow. The genContinued on the Next Page
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eral rule is the twists should go in the
same directions that your fingers curl
around the string. When you first brace
the bow, check the brace height. This can
be done with a ruler. The brace height is the
shortest distance from the deepest part of the
grip of the handle to the string. This distance
should be compared with what the manufacturer of
the bow recommends. If the brace height isn’t in
range, you will need help adjusting it from your shop
or coach.
Attaching your new arrow rest. If you bought a
press and stick arrow rest, peel off the backing and
press it in place. Be sure the rest is level with the
arrow shelf. If the rest slopes down, your arrows will
fall off of the rest while shooting, which is frustrating.
If you bought the “screw-in” type, screw it almost all
of the way in and attach the locking nut (don’t use a
lot of force, it is only a plastic piece after all).

Setting Up New Arrows

If you bought your arrows new, they should be ready
to shoot, but inspect them anyway. Nocks are made of
plastic and they can crack. Vanes are made of plastic
which can tear.
Setting Up Used Recurve Bows

Before you bought the bow, we assume you draw tested it to make sure it is okay; if this has not been done,
go back to Article #2 to see how it is done—this is a
very important safety concern! All of the things done
to set up a new bow need to be done for setting up a
used bow, plus more. When you inspect your bow you
need to look for badly worn or missing parts. Bows
can be missing grips, bowstrings, nocking point locators, even limb bolts. Missing parts must be replaced.
If the bowstring looks at all worn, it is probably wise
to start with a new string because you don’t know
what the old string has been subjected to.
Setting Up Used Compound Bows

Setting the Nocking Point Location A good starting point for a recurve bow nock locator is 1⁄2˝ above
square for your nocking point locator. If you don’t
have a bow square yet, you can use a piece of stiff
paper. Mark a spot 1⁄2˝ in from the corner of a piece of
paper and line one edge of the paper up with the bowstring and the adjacent edge lined up with where the
arrow will sit on the arrow rest. The mark on the
paper shows you where the bottom of the nocking
point locator should be. You will probably need help
from a shop or your coach to affix the nocking point
locator.
Setting Up New Compound Bows

Compound bows are generally ready to shoot right
out of the box, but . . . you still need to inspect it. The
manufacturer may not have installed the arrow rest,
for example. Compound bows almost always come
with a little book with instructions as to how to set up
the bow. If they did not, generally all you have to do
is attach the arrow rest and place a nocking point
locator (follow the instructions above).
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Before you bought any used bow, we assume you draw
tested it to make sure it is okay; if this has not been
done, go back to Article #2 to see how it is done—this
is a very important safety concern! All of the things
done to set up a new bow need to be done for setting
up a used bow, plus more. When you inspect your bow
you need to look for badly worn or missing parts.
Bows can be missing grips, bowstrings, nocking point
locators, even limb bolts. Missing parts must be
replaced. If the bowstring and or cable(s) look at all
worn, it is probably wise to start with new because you
don’t know what the old have been subjected to. This
you need an archery shop to help you with.
Attaching your new arrow rest. If your bow came
with a rest and it is a simple press-on or screw-in rest,
you are probably good to go. if it looks quite worn,
replace it using the instructions above. If it came with
a fancy arrow rest, it is probably wise to remove it and
set it aside for the time when you can benefit from
such a rest. (Also people who shoot “fingers” use different rests from people who shoot with “release
aids.”)
You need to check for proper nocking point locator position and reposition yours if necessary.
Adjusting the draw weight. One of the nice things
about compound bows is that their draw weights are
adjustable over a wide range. Test draw your bow to
make sure you can draw it smoothly and easily. If not
remove draw weight by rotating the limb bolts so they
move outward (this is counterclockwise looking in at
the bolt). Since there is no guarantee that the limb
bolts are in a symmetrical position in the first place,
most people screw them all of the way down (counting turns as they go!) and then backing each bolt out
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the same number of turns (more turns to make the
draw weight lower, fewer turns to raise it).
Setting Up Used Arrows

If you acquired used arrows, you need to inspect them
very carefully. Check for broken nocks, torn vanes,
and loose or loosened arrow points. If any are defective, take them to your shop for repair.
If the arrows are aluminum, you also need to
check them for bends. If you have a very flat table top
at home, lay the shaft (only the shaft) on the table and
try to roll it across the table. If the arrow has a significant bend, it won’t roll, it will slide! If it has a very
small bend it will roll noisily. If it is basically straight,
it will roll smoothly and more quietly than the bent
ones. Set aside the bent ones for straightening. If you
aren’t sure, your coach may be able to check them for
you. Shops usually charge a small fee for arrow
straightening.
If the arrows are carbon, you do not need to check
them for bends, but for cracks and splits. First check
them by eye and then bend each arrow just slightly
and roll it back and forth in your fingers while bent
(slightly!). If an arrow is cracked it will make, well,
“cracking noises.” If it isn’t cracked, it will not make
any noise. If you aren’t sure, ask your coach to check
the arrows or take them to your local shop and ask
them to check it.

Cracked arrows, even suspicious
arrows, should not be shot. Such
arrows can spectacularly come apart
into many very
sharp
strands
when they fail. Broken carbon arrows must
be disposed of where curious
children won’t find the pieces
and be tempted to play with
them!
Next time we will talk about
shooting your new or “new to
you” bow for the first time.

There are lots of quick checks to see if
your aluminum arrows are bent.
Spinning them on your palm (laft),
spinning them against a “Vee” made
from two fingernails (right), and
spinning them by blowing on the
vanes (bottom). Ask and your AER
coach might just etach you one of these
techniques.
If you don’t want to learn one of
these techniques, just use the “roll them
on a table top technique” described in
the text.
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